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Welcome to a new season

Step into the vibrant world of Kreafunk's Spring/Summer 2024 catalogue,  
where elegance meets the pulse of innovation.  

 
Hold onto your excitement because we've got big news: the highly anticipated 

Kreafunk Kids Collection is finally making its grand entrance! Brace yourselves for a 
plunge into a whimsical universe where our classic style dances with childish  

vibrancy. It's a celebration where the entire family can immerse themselves in 
Kreafunk's signature blend of functionality and fun. Keep your calendars marked  

because this dazzling addition is set to debut in early March 2024.

But wait, there's more! Buckle up because we're bringing back an old favourite –  
our aCOUSTIC, all revamped and revitalized for the modern era.  

This launch promises a sprinkle of nostalgia, all while embracing the forefront of 
 innovation and design. Get ready to explore, experience, and elevate your style with 

the latest offerings from Kreafunk.

In
this issue

We’re delighted to introduce our latest additions to the Kreafunk range.

We're introducing one of our classics, aCOUSTIC, in new and 

vibrant colours, that fit into your living room.

We're also introducing our AW23 newcomers again. 

Ellie, Beam and Bell has truly received a warm welcome

and we understand why, as the Ellie lamp and Bluetooth speaker

provide beautiful illumination, great sound and a built-in

charging capability for your devices.

The Beam lamp is modern and minimalistic, perfect for creating a cosy

ambience. Our Bell alarm clock adds a touch of elegance to your bed-

side table whilst making every morning a breeze.

Naturally, the newcomers embody the signature aesthetic 

of Kreafunk, complementing our existing range.

—
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Unveiling Kreafunk's vibrant 
spectrum of style!

At Kreafunk, colour is more than a choice; it's a carefully curated  

statement that echoes the latest trends in both interior design and  

fashion. Each hue meticulously selected for every product reflects the 

ideal of contemporary palettes.

In our Kids Collection, we've woven a tapestry of cool, vibrant pastels. 

These playful shades are not just colours but personalities—each breath-

ing life into our products, blending chic with childlike wonder. These hues 

are the heartbeat of youthful energy, creating a canvas that sparks joy 

and imagination for the little ones.

Meanwhile, we've opted for Dusty Rose, Terracotta Orange, and  

Dusty Olive for our aCOUSTIC speaker alongside the classic black.  

Why?  

Because these colours aren't just a choice; they're an embodiment of  

sophistication and modernity. Dusty Rose whispers elegance, Terracotta 

Orange radiates warmth, Dusty Olive echoes nature's calm, and black... 

well, black is timeless, a canvas for every mood and moment. These 

shades harmonize with diverse settings, making a statement that's as 

bold and diverse as your individual style. 

 

In every shade and tone, our colour selections are:

• A reflection of our commitment to staying at the forefront of design.

• Ensuring that every Kreafunk creation seamlessly integrates into your 

world.

• Adding a touch of vibrancy and sophistication.

Behind the scene

Colourful Creations
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Prices (rrp)
DKK  999,95
NOK   1.499,95 
SEK  1.499,95
€  149,95

aCOUSTIC
A Kreafunk classic wrapped in new colours!

The new colour pallet matches aMAJOR 2 and 

is a great addition to our colourful universe. 

aCOUSTIC still dazzles you with its crisp sound 

wrapped in an appealing design. 

It has all the features and functions you 

know from the original aCOUSTIC, which has 

amazed us the last 4 years. 

Specs and details

• 100% recycled GRS plastic

• PFAS free

• Water-resistant (IPX5)

• 13W digital amplifiers

• Up to 30 hours playing time

• Charging time: 5-6 hours (USB) 

                   8-9 hours (Qi)

• Supports Qi wireless charging 

• Stereo Play (TWS)

• Voice Assistant

• Bluetooth 5.0

• Range: up to 10 meter

• USB-C cable included



Ellie
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Ellie
This extraordinary lamp does more than mere-

ly illuminate your living space.

Not only does Ellie serve as a brilliant light 

source, but it also features pleasantly speaker 

capabilities, playing all your favourite melodies. 

And that’s not all! Ellie also excels in practicality, 

featuring a convenient base that can charge 

your compatible phone, headphones, 

earbuds or speaker.

Specs and details

Prices (rrp)
DKK  499,95
NOK  799,95 
SEK  799,95
€  69,95

• 100% recycled GRS plastic

• Standard: Qi wireless charging

• Compatible with Qi enabled 

devices

• Qi output power: 10W

• 3W digital amplifiers

• 3 light settings

• Built-in microphone

• Water-resistant (IPX4) 

• Bluetooth 5.1

• Range: up to 10 m

• USB-C cable included

With its built-in microphone, you can handle 

phone calls, adding extra convenience to your 

daily life.

Whether you choose to place Ellie on your 

desk, side table or nightstand, it promises to 

provide you with ultimate convenience.



Beam
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Beam
A lighting solution designed to enhance 

any space.

This innovative lamp combines modern 

functionality with an elegant design, providing 

you with the best possible user experience. 

Its touch-sensitive button makes it effortlessly 

easy to turn the light on and off and adjust the 

brightness level to suit your needs.

Specs and details

• 100% recycled GRS plastic

• Water-resistant (IPX4)

• Up to 30 hours operating time

• Charging time: 1-2 hours

• Dimmable light

• Touch sensor

• Rotateable in base

• USB-C cable included

Beam is wireless, allowing you to place it any-

where without the hassle of wires. Its detach-

able base makes it easy to turn the light in any 

direction.

Beam seamlessly blends into any setting, 

creating a warm and inviting space.

Prices (rrp)
DKK  299,95
NOK  449,95 
SEK  499,95
€  39,95



Bell
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Specs and details

• 100% recycled GRS plastic

• Water-resistant (IPX4)

• Up to 30 days operating time

• Charging time: 1-2 hours

• Alarm clock

• Snooze by using flip sensor

• Dimmable LED display

• Rotatable in base

• USB-C cable included

Bell
Meet your perfect morning companion!

Here is an alarm designed to make your 

mornings brighter and more energized. With 

its sleek and intuitive design, waking up has 

never been more leisurely.

To turn off the alarm, press its button. For a 

quick snooze: pick it up and flip it upside down. 

That means no more fumbling around in the 

dark or toiling to find the snooze button.

Prices (rrp)
DKK  399,95
NOK  599,95 
SEK  649,95
€  49,95

Not only does Bell provide reliable and gentle 

wake-up calls, but it also has a cordless design 

for added convenience. Say goodbye to tan-

gled wires and limited mobility, and place it 

wherever suits you the best.

Embrace simplicity and make every morning a 

breeze with Bell.
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aMAJOR 2
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aMAJOR 2 - Black
An upgraded version of the beloved 

aMAJOR speaker. Only bigger and 

better. 8% larger and with a whooping 

40W digital amplifier with advanced 

360° sound technology. 

Specs and details

Prices (rrp)
DKK  1499,95
NOK  2299,95 
SEK  2399,95
€  199,95

• 100% recycled GRS plastic

• Water-resistant (IPX5)

• 40W digital amplifiers

• Up to 30 hours playing time

• Charging time: 4-5 hours (USB) 

                   15-16 hours (Qi)

• Supports Qi wireless charging 

• Stereo Play (TWS)

• Voice Assistant

• Bluetooth 5.0

• Range: up to 10 meter

• USB-C cable included



aJAZZ Stone
DKK 999,95 / €149,95 

SEK 1.499,95 / NOK 1.499,95

aCOUSTIC
DKK 999,95 / €149,95 

SEK 1.499,95 / NOK 1.499,95

aGROOVE+
DKK 799,95 / €109,95  

SEK 1.299,95 / NOK 1.249,95 

aJAZZ Qi
DKK 599,95 / €79,95  

SEK 899,95 / NOK 899,95

aBOOM
DKK 599,95 / €79,95  

SEK 899,95 / NOK 899,95

aGO 2 fabric
DKK 399,95 / €54,95  

SEK 599,95 / NOK 599,95

aGO 2
DKK 399,95 / €54,95  

SEK 599,95 / NOK 599,95

aGROOVE mini
DKK 499,95 / €69,95  

SEK 799,95 / NOK 799,95

aCUBE
DKK 399,95 / €59,95  

SEK 599,95 / NOK 599,95

aGO mini
DKK 199,95 / €29,95 

SEK 299,95 / NOK 299,95

aLIGHT
DKK 349,95 / €44,95  

SEK 549,95 / NOK 549,95

Back catalogue 
Speakers

aGO Stone
DKK 399,95 / €49,95 

SEK 599,95 / NOK 599,95



aBEAT Qi
DKK 1.199,95 / €159,95  

SEK 1.899,95 / NOK 1.849,95

aBOOM+
DKK 1.999,95 / €249,95  

SEK 2.999,95 / NOK 2.999,95

aMAJOR 2
DKK 1.499,95 / €199,95  

SEK 2.399,95 / NOK 2.299,95 

aJAZZ+
DKK 1.299,95 / €179,95 

SEK 1.999,95 / NOK 1.999,95

aTUNE
DKK 999,95 / €149,95  

SEK 1.599,95 / NOK 1.499,95

aTUNE Wheat
DKK 1.099,95 / €159,95 

SEK 1.749,95 / NOK 1.699,95

aCAPPELLA
DKK 1.099,95 / €149,95 

SEK 1.499,95 / NOK 1.499,95

HeadphonesSpeakers

aSENSE
DKK 899,95 / €119,95  

SEK 1.399,95 / NOK 1.399,95

aPOP
DKK 599,95 / €79,95  

SEK 949,95 / NOK 899,95

aHEAD 2
DKK 999,95 / €149,95  

SEK 1.599,95 / NOK 1.499,95

aBEAT
DKK 999,95 / €139,95  

SEK 1.499,95 / NOK 1.499,95

aLOOMI
DKK 999,95 / €149,95  

SEK 1499,95 / NOK 1499,95

aBEAN
DKK 399,95 / €59,95  

SEK 599,95 / NOK 599,95



reCHARGE
DKK 349,95 / €49,95 

SEK 549,95 / NOK 549,95

reCHARGE+
DKK 499,95 / €69,95 

SEK 799,95 / NOK 799,95

wiCHARGE Stone
DKK 349,95 / €49,95  

SEK 599,95 / NOK 549,95

toCHARGE Qi
DKK 499,95 / €69,95 

SEK 799,95 / NOK 799,95

wiCHARGE 2 
DKK 299,95 / €39,95 

SEK 499,95 / NOK 449,95

toCHARGE
DKK 299,95 / €34,95  

SEK 449,95 / NOK 399,95

toCHARGE mini 3
DKK 249,95 / €34,95  

SEK 399,95 / NOK 399,95

aDAPT
DKK 149,95 / €19,95  

SEK 249,95 / NOK 249,95

All prices shown in this fabulous lookbook are recommended retail 

prices. Prices are subject to change without notice. While we strive for 

accuracy, unforeseen events do happen.

aHEAD 2 cushions
DKK 99,95 / €14,95 

SEK 149,95 / NOK 149,95

aBEAT cushions
DKK 99,95 / €14,95 

SEK 149,95 / NOK 149,95

AccessoriesChargers

aHEAD 2 microphone
DKK 199,95 / €29,95  

SEK 249,95 / NOK 249,95



Australia
Until Pty Ltd

enquiries@until.com.au

Greece and Cyprus
Audio Group Greece

info@aggbv.gr

France
Sample & Supply

info@sample-supply.com

Norway, Iceland & Finland
Hamonoya ApS

info@hamonoya.dk

Switzerland
Safari Distribution GmbH

info@safaridistribution.ch

Sweden
Happynest

kundtjanst@happynest.se

Germany & Austria
Klein AG

bestellung@kleinundmore.de

Croatia
Soho d.o.o.

robert@soho.hr

Italy
See Alto SRL

info@seealto.com

Benelux
Prefix Design

t.overbroek@prefix-design.com

Israel
The Man Ltd.

oren@theman.co.il

Spain
Comabella Disseny S.L.

alexromero@comabella.net

Japan
Modernity Co, Ltd.

verin@modernity.jp

Hungary
Solinfo

dora.cseh@solinfo.hu

Thailand
Zonic Vision Co, Ltd.

nicharee@zonicvision.com

Dominican Republic
Company TOMSO SRL

sophienancy@gmail.com

South Africa
Grontazar Holdings Pty Ltd

tanyalarsson@gmail.com

UEA/Qatar/Kuwait
Brand Avenue

brands@brandavenue.ae

South Korea
Maison de concept

contact@maisondeconcept.kr

Taiwan
Pezcrown International Corp.

info@pezcrown.com.tw

Distributors & Agents

Agents

Photo @dvphoto.dk

Klamsagervej 35 A, st., 8230, Aabyhoej, Denmark

info@kreafunk.dk

www.kreafunk.com

United Kingdom and 
Ireland
Pen Paper Gift Ltd

orders@penpapergift.co.uk

USA & Canada
Wallis & Company

mark@wallisandcompany.com
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Introducing
Kreafunk Kids

Kreafunk Kids is a thrilling addition to our ever-expanding collection 
of Kreafunk treasures. Kreafunk Kids offers a visually appealing and high-quality 

range of products designed specifically for little ones. 

Just like the Kreafunk brand, Kreafunk Kids oozes Danish design, utilizing 
soft materials that provide a comfortable experience. These products are 

user-friendly and built to last. Naturally, our green commitment extends to our 
Kids series as well. Made from 100% GRS recycled plastic, it presents an 

environmentally conscious option.

Welcome to the world of Kreafunk Kids - a playful universe that promises 
quality and style while maintaining a green conscience.

Packaging
made magical

Unwrap the packaging of the Kids products, and it’s like stepping 

into a whimsical adventure. It’s specifically designed to captivate 

little adventurers, adorned with colourful illustrations.

Our packaging is made from 100% recycled 

paper and is printed with super cool soy ink, in order to move 

towards a greener future, one steezy step at a time.

—



Behind the scene

A whole new world

to finished designFrom early digital scetch

From idea to finish line 

Kreafunk Kids was introduced with a vision to blend playful design  

with functional excellence. As a brand rooted in Denmark, we take pride 

in crafting every product with meticulous attention to user-friendly  

features, uncompromising quality, and adorable details. 

Our aim is to infuse joy into everyday moments for children while  

ensuring parents have peace of mind about the reliability and safety of 

our creations. From innovative functionalities to charming aesthetics, 

each item undergoes a thoughtful design process, reflecting our  

commitment to creating delightful experiences for kids and families alike.



Kreafunk Kids
a playful universe for little ones
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Roar
Roar is an adorable Bluetooth speaker. It may 

not let out a mighty roar, but it will deliver a 

harmonious and well-balanced sound.

This speaker is made from 100% recycled GRS 

plastic, just like all our other designs. Addition-

ally, it features a top made from 98% recycled 

polyester fabric.

Whether you hang it in the kid’s room or bring 

it along on outdoor adventures, Roar is 

designed to fit seamlessly into your lifestyle.

Specs and details

Prices (rrp)
DKK  399,95
NOK  599,95 
SEK  599,95
€  54,95

• 100% recycled GRS plastic

• 98% recycled polyester (fabric)

• PFAS free

• Water-resistant (IPX5)

• NFC connection 

• 6W digital amplifiers

• Up to 14 hours playing time

• Charging time: 1.5 hours (USB) 

                   1.5 hours (Qi)

• Supports Qi wireless charging 

• Stereo Play (TWS)

• Bluetooth 5.1

• Range: up to 10 m

• USB-C cable included

Its water resistance makes it the obvious 

choice, even if it's raining cats and dogs.

With the convenience of Qi charging, you can 

wirelessly power up Roar using our range of Qi 

wireless chargers. 
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Specs and details

Glowie
Glowie is a delightful companion that com-

bines the functionality of a lamp and speaker 

into a single device.

Being both practical for babies and endless 

fun for older kids, Glowie becomes the perfect 

best buddy for all ages.

It has many talents, such as an integrated 

sleep noise feature, lulling little ones to sleep. 

And with its ability to keep a dimmable 

• 100% recycled GRS plastic

• PFAS free

• Water-resistant (IPX5)

• NFC connection 

• 5W digital amplifiers

• Up to 40 hours playing time 

LED and music: up to 15 hours

• Charging time: 3 hours

• Stereo Play (TWS)

• LED colours: 5 different

• Sleep noises

• Bluetooth 5.3

• Range: up to 10 m

• USB-C cable included

light on during the night, it provides a 

comforting presence. 

Older kids will enjoy its playful side - the 

musical features and coloured lights. It can 

instantly transform a room into a dance floor 

and keep everyone entertained for hours.

Prices (rrp)
DKK  499,95
NOK  799,95 
SEK  799,95
€  69,95
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• 100% recycled GRS plastic

• PFAS free

• Water-resistant (IPX2)

• Up to 50 hours operating time

• Charging time: 3 hours

• Light settings: 6 modes

• Red light for nursing at night

• Timer: 2 hours

• Hanger strap included

• USB-C cable included

Cloudy
Introducing Cloudy, the most adorable LED 

lamp you’ll ever see! It´s perfect for hanging on 

the crib whilst lulling your baby to sleep. Switch 

on the timer function, which will automatically 

turn off after 2 hours - or keep it gently glow-

ing throughout the night. Cloudy also makes a 

delightful addition to your nursing table.

Specs and details

Cloudy features both warm, cool and red light, 

allowing you to create the ideal setting for 

any situation. 

And here’s the best part: Cloudy doesn’t heat 

up, so don’t worry if your little one gives it a 

playful squeeze.

Prices (rrp)
DKK  199,95
NOK  299,95 
SEK  299,95
€  29,95
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Blob
This utterly charming LED lamp is made of the 

softest material imaginable.

The lamp provides a warm, ambient light that 

creates a calming atmosphere in the room or on 

the nursing table - brilliant for nursing at night.

Give Blob a gentle tap on its head, and it will 

activate the LED light, while another tender tap 

will change the colour of the light. Thanks to its 

soft silicone construction, Blob always remains 

pleasantly cool to the touch.

Specs and details

Prices (rrp)
DKK  349,95
NOK  499,95 
SEK  499,95
€  49,95

 

• 100% recycled GRS plastic

• 50% sand-based silicone

• PFAS free

• Touch and shake sensor

• Up to 5 hours operating time

• Charging time: 0.5 hours

• LED colours: 7 colours

• USB-C cable included
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Specs and details

Buzz junior
There’s no doubt that these headphones will 

be adored and treasured. Buzz junior 

headphones are designed to fit kids and offer 

more than just an adorable appearance with 

their small bear ears on top. The ear cushions 

are soft like fluffy marshmallows, ensuring a 

comfortable and pleasant fit.

They’re the perfect essential for toddlers and 

kids listening to music, enjoying movies or 

Prices (rrp)
DKK  499,95
NOK  799,95
SEK  799,95
€  69,95

• 100% recycled GRS plastic 

and recycled vegan leather

• PFAS free

• Safe Audio: max. 79dB

• Water-resistant (IPX4)

• AUX plug & Audio Sharing (wired)

• NFC connection 

• Up to 40 hours playing time

• Charging time: 1.5 hours

• Adjustable fit

• Foldable

• Replaceable ear cushions

• Bluetooth 5.0

• USB-C cable included

playing games, whether on exciting trips or in 

the comfort of your home.

With a built-in volume limit of 79dB, these 

headphones prioritize the safety of young ears, 

protecting them from loud noises whilst

delivering a premium sound experience.
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Buzz
Say hello to Buzz headphones, the ultimate 

sound companions for kids. These headphones 

offer a delightful blend of crisp and balanced 

sound, promising whimsical adventures. Not 

only do they have a stylish design, but they’re 

also ultra-comfy with their marshmallow-soft 

ear cushions.

Whether at home or on the go, Buzz 

headphones are the perfect essential for 

enjoying music, movies and games.

The headphones limit the volume to a 

maximum of 85dB, which protects small and 

large ears whilst giving them a premium 

sound experience.

Specs and details

Prices (rrp)
DKK  799,95
NOK  1249,95 
SEK  1249,95
€  109,95

• 100% recycled GRS plastic 

and recycled vegan leather

• PFAS free

• Safe Audio: max. 85dB

• Active Noise Cancellation (ANC)

• Water-resistant (IPX4)

• AUX plug & Audio Sharing (wired)

• NFC connection 

• Up to 25 hours playing time

• Charging time: 1.5 hours

• Supports Qi wireless charging

• Adjustable fit and foldable design

• Replaceable ear cushions

• Bluetooth 5.0

• Hard case & USB-C cable included

The ANC feature (Active Noise Cancellation) 

magically makes all surrounding noise 

disappear, and Qi charging allows you to 

charge wirelessly on our Qi chargers. Try to 

match them with the Paddy charger - 

together, they make the cutest couple.

They come with a hard case to keep the 

headphones safe and secure.
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Paddy
Meet Paddy, your ultimate companion for charging. Paddy is

designed to provide effortless charging for your Qi-compatible

phone, headphones, earbuds or speaker. Plug in Paddy,

place your device on top, and let Paddy work its magic.

To enhance your experience, pair Paddy with our adorable Roar

Bluetooth speaker or the Buzz headphones - they both feature

Qi-charging. And with matching colours, they complement Paddy

most charmingly.

Say goodbye to battery worries as Paddy keeps your devices

powered up throughout the day, all while adding a touch of

cuteness to your setup.

Specs and details

Prices (rrp)
DKK  199,95
NOK  299,95
SEK  299,95
€  29,95

• 100% recycled GRS plastic

• PFAS free

• Standard: Qi

• Compatible with  

Qi enabled devices

• Output power. 15W (max.)

• Charging efficiency: ≥72%

• Charging distance: ≤8 mm

• USB-C cable included
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Hush
Discover the blissful silence with Hush 

Protective Earmuffs. The light headband, with 

padding as soft as clouds, ensures maximum 

comfort whilst wearing them.

With the remarkable noise reduction 

capability of 23dB, Hush Earmuffs effortlessly 

reduce the sound level, creating a magically 

serene environment.

Specs and details

Prices (rrp)
DKK  299,95
NOK  449,95 
SEK  449,95
€  39,95

 

• 100% recycled GRS plastic

• PFAS free

• Protects against harmful noise

• SNR: 23dB

• Adjustable fit

• Soft and comfortable fit

• Test and approved according to 

CE EN352-1 and ANSI S3.19

Whether you’re attending concerts, football 

games or fireworks displays, these earmuffs 

eliminate any obstacles that may hinder your 

child’s participation in exciting adventures.

Hush Earmuffs are a valuable companion for 

children with unique abilities and those who 

find loud noises unpleasant. Embrace the pow-

er of silence with Hush.
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Klamsagervej 35 A, st., 8230, Aabyhoej, Denmark

info@kreafunk.dk

www.kreafunk.com


